Tiran Forex Ltd. is incorporated in Saint Vincent and the Grenadines the Financial
Conduct Authority (firm reference no. 528328), with its company registered address
at Suite 305, Griffith Corporate Centre P.O. Box 1510, Beachmont Kingstown St.
Vincent and the Grenadines.
These Terms constitute a legally binding contract between you and TNFX which you
accept for yourself and on behalf of any principal or principals on whose behalf you
are acting as agent by giving us instructions to deal or accepting services from us.
These Terms supersede any other general terms of business or similar documents that
may have been previously issued to you by us.
For your own protection, you should read and fully understand these Terms prior to
submitting your account application to TNFX. If you do not understand anything in
these Terms or the documents incorporated by reference, you should contact TNFX to
ask for further information or seek independent professional advice before you open
an account, place any order or enter into a transaction with TNFX.

Bonus policy
1.

Trader must read carefully all these terms and conditions to get bonus funds.
Since customer request bonus, its mean trader fully agree with terms and
conditions.
2. Trader can trade bonus as ordinary deposit. Bonus funds support your margin
while trading.
3. Bonus funds is fully TNFX owned.
4. Bonus available after request from “trading room” after account registration.
5. Bonus funds can be credited only to the Standard account type.
6. Bonus funds are not credited to Professional, VIP, and PAMM accounts.
7. The bonus will be totally taken back once the trader transfer fund from trading
account to PAMM, Professional or VIP accounts.
8. maximum Bonus affred is $5000.
9. The abusive strategies are extremely prohibited, Bonus abusive is considered as a
breach of this agreement, and if it is committed the company has the right to seize
the capital and the profits when abusing is accrued without any explanation.
10. The bonus is exclusively granted for one member in the family and it is not
allowed to be claimed by another member.
11. The internet IP is a key factor of granting bonus; accordingly, bonus of similar
IPs is prohibited.

12. The minimum amount of the profit generated by using the bonus that the trader
can withdraw is 100$ or what equals to in any other currency.
13. The bonus fund is granted per head not per accounts.
14. Withdraw funds from account or internal transfer bring cancel bonus. Bonus will
be cancelled in proportion to the size of the balance at time of withdrawal.
15. Bonus request would be proceeded during 24 business hours since it requested
16. Trader can request cancel all bonus funds credited to his account
17. Trader can request cancel negative balance on his account. In this case, all bonus
funds would be canceled too.
18. Bonus can’t be transferred with internal transfer.
19. In case when the balance on trader’s live account became negative and the stopout happened the bonus funds might be cancelled automatically;
20. Bonus funds is actual during three months after the trader get it.
21. TNFX reserves the right to deny bonus credit without any explanation.
22. TNFX reserves the right to cancel all previously accrued bonus funds without any
explanation.
23. TNFX have no responsibility (direct or no direct) for the consequences of
cancellation (or no charge) bonus funds and encourages disregard bonus funds in
the calculation of risk-management and / or trading strategies of the trader.
24. TNFX can request any additional ID documents or personal data from trader to
credit bonus funds.
25. The bonus and its profits will be withdrawn in case of the IP was used in previous
trades for other accounts, for violation one of giving bonus conditions (the bonus is
given one time for the same IP address).
26. This agreement might be changed over time in reference to the change of work
environment, then please keep up to date to stay informed accordingly.

Email: info@tnfx.co

